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density.	 However,	 it	 was	 still	 unclear	which	 of	 the	 suggested	mechanisms	 dominated	 the	
observed	Na	density	depletion.	
In	 this	 study,	we	quantitatively	evaluated	 the	Na	density	depletion	due	 to	 charge	 transfer	





electrons	 during	 the	 PsA.	 In	 these	 intervals,	 the	 sodium	 lidar	 at	 Tromsø	 observed	
characteristic	depletion	of	Na	density	at	altitudes	between	97	and	100	km.	These	Na	density	
depletions	 lasted	for	8	min	and	represented	5-8%	of	the	background	Na	layer.	To	examine	









In	 this	presentation,	we	will	present	about	 these	 results	 in	detail	 and	 future	plans	 for	 this	
study	 by	 using	 an	 upgrade	 in	 the	 data	 recording	 and	 laser	 control	 system	 for	 the	 Tromsø	
sodium	lidar.	
	
	
